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A Note on Readability
* Readability scales are useful as long as one realizes their limitations.  Results are

guidelines only.  Depending on the scales used, their results may differ from each other
by as much as 2.5 grade levels.  Since readability scales measure word and sentence length,
both valid readability factors, we at Remedia do use them.  Using such scales also helps us
provide vocabulary-controlled materials in order to meet the special education needs of
many of our valued clients. At the same time, we realize that they are not designed to
measure every other factor affecting readability, such as sentence structure or appeal
to the reader.  We are also aware of the variance in standards and expectations set for
each grade level.  What is first grade material in one school may be second grade in
another.  At Remedia we strive to take all these factors into consideration as we develop
and revise materials.  We leave the rest in your capable hands.  Regarding readability, you—
and your students—will be the final judge.
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These fun-loving stories are designed to capture student
interest while building key vocabulary, comprehension, thinking,
and writing skills. Their broad appeal and high degree of review
make them suitable for a variety of ages and reading levels. Each
story has been rated according to the Fry Graph readability scale.*

Each story features five components:  (1) vocabulary words,
to enhance comprehension and for use in additional dictionary or
writing activities, (2) cloze practice, to improve literal compre-
hension as well as the ability to use semantic and syntactic clues,
(3) story questions, to target comprehension and thinking skills, (4)
Extended Activities, located at the back of the book, to provide
simple research and/or writing exercises for students desiring an
extra challenge, and (5) crossword puzzles, to be used for periodic
review after every third story.
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Words to KnowWords to Know

squirt squirt

armor ar • mor

Canada Can • a • da

Guatemala Gua • te • ma • la

deserts des • erts

protect pro • tect

Horned toads squirt blood from their eyes. Sometimes they squirt the blood five

feet away. They do this to protect themselves.

Horned toads are not really toads at all. They are lizards. They live in deserts and

dry places. You can find them all the way from Canada to Guatemala.

They eat insects. But they like ants the most. They like to bury themselves in the

ground. They just leave a little bit of their head out of the ground.

They are very small. They are only 3 to 5 inches long. They have spines that look

like armor on their heads, sides, and backs.

It Squirts Blood!

HORNED TOAD

1. What animal squirts blood from its eyes?________________________________

2. Write the sentence from the story that tells why horned toads squirt blood.

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

3. Horned toads are not toads. What are they? _____________________________

4. Horned toads live in what kind of places? _______________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Use the words in the box to fill in the blanks.

Horned toads squirt blood from their ___________________ . Sometimes they

squirt the blood five feet away. They do this to protect ___________________ .

Horned toads are not really toads at all. They are ___________________ . They

live in deserts and dry places. You can find them ___________________ the way

from Canada to Guatemala.

They ___________________ insects. But they like ants the most. They like to

___________________ themselves in the ground. They just ___________________ a

little bit of their head out of the ground.

They are very small. They are only 3 to 5 inches long. They have

___________________ that look like armor on their heads, sides, and backs.

HORNED TOAD

bury    lizards    spines    all

themselves    leave    eyes    eat

1. Write two countries in which you would find horned toads.

________________________________________________________________

2. Why do you think horned toads like to bury themselves? ___________________

________________________________________________________________

3. Describe a horned toad. _____________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Words to KnowWords to Know

catfish cat • fish

African Af • ri • can

whiskers whisk • ers

odd odd

Pacific Pa • ci • fic

ocean o • cean

The catfish is quite an odd fish. It has whiskers on its face. It has spines on its

back. It can walk on land.

There are catfish in fresh and salt water. They live almost anywhere but the

Pacific Ocean.

Catfish listen with their whiskers. They hear quite well with them, too. Their

sharp spines protect them. Some catfish even have armor.

The African catfish is a very big fish.  It can weigh 500 to 600 pounds. It crawls

out of the water to look for food.

Some catfish can even climb walls. This fish was named quite well!

A Walking Fish?

CATFISH

1. Write the list word that means the same as “strange.” _____________________

2. How is a catfish like a cat? Write a sentence from the story that tells us.

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

3. What does the catfish do with its whiskers?______________________________

________________________________________________________________
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fresh    its    pounds    hear

fish    almost    some    odd

Use the words in the box to fill in the blanks.

The catfish is quite an ___________________ fish. It has whiskers on its face. It

has spines on ___________________ back. It can walk on land.

There are catfish in ___________________ and salt water. They live

___________________ anywhere but the Pacific Ocean.

Catfish listen with their whiskers. They ___________________ quite well with

them too. Their sharp spines protect them. Some catfish even have armor.

The African catfish is a very big ___________________.  It can weigh 500 to 600

___________________. It crawls out of the water to look for food.

___________________ catfish can even climb walls. This fish was named quite

well!

CATFISH

1. How does a catfish protect itself?______________________________________

2. What can a catfish do that other fish can’t? ______________________________

3. How big can catfish get?_____________________________________________

4. Write the two sentences from the story that tell where catfish live.

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Words to KnowWords to Know

giraffes gi • raffes

heart heart

weigh weigh

human hu • man

fist fist

lions li • ons

Giraffes have very large hearts. A giraffe heart can weigh 25 pounds. This is

much bigger than your heart. A human heart is about the size of a fist.

The giraffe is the tallest animal on earth. A male giraffe can be 18 feet tall. The

neck can be 7 feet long. That is why it needs such a large heart. The heart has to

pump blood up that long neck.

Giraffes can run faster than most animals. They can kill lions with a kick. But they

really are not mean. They like to spend their time eating leaves from the tops of

trees.

Why Is His Heart So Big?

GIRAFFE

1. How much can a giraffe heart weigh? __________________________________

2. Why does the giraffe need such a big heart? _____________________________

________________________________________________________________

3. How do giraffes spend their time? Write the sentence from the story that tells us.

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

4. How big is a human heart? ___________________________________________
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Giraffes have very large hearts. A giraffe ___________________ can weigh 25

pounds. This is much bigger than your heart. A human heart is about the

___________________ of a fist.

The giraffe is the ___________________ animal on earth. A male giraffe can be 18

feet tall. The neck can be 7 ___________________ long. That is why it

___________________ such a large heart. The heart has to pump blood up that long

neck.

Giraffes can run ___________________ than most animals. They can kill

___________________ with a kick. But they really are not mean. They like to spend

their ___________________ eating leaves from the tops of trees.

GIRAFFE

lions    tallest    heart    feet

size    needs    time    faster

Use the words in the box to fill in the blanks.

1. Write a word that sounds the same as “weigh,” but has a different spelling.

________________________________________________________________

2. Why do you think giraffes sometimes kill lions? ___________________________

________________________________________________________________

3. Describe a giraffe in one or two sentences. Use your own words.

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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